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NEW CHARACTERIZATIONS OF PLURISUBHARMONIC
FUNCTIONS AND POSITIVITY OF DIRECT IMAGE SHEAVES
FUSHENG DENG, ZHIWEI WANG, LIYOU ZHANG, AND XIANGYU ZHOU
Abstract. We give new characterizations of plurisubharmonic functions and
Griffiths positivity of holomorphic vector bundles with singular Finsler met-
rics. As applications, we present a different method to prove plurisubharmonic
variation of generalized Bergman kernel metrics and Griffiths positivity of the
direct images of twisted relative canonical bundles associated to holomorphic
families of Ka¨hler manifolds.
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1. Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to give a new characterization of plurisubhar-
monic (p.s.h. for abbreviation) functions and a new characterization of Griffiths
positivity of holomorphic vector bundles with singular Finsler metrics, and present
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a different method to discuss plurisubharmonic variation of generalized Bergman
kernel metrics and Griffiths positivity of the direct image of the twisted relative
canonical bundle associated to a holomorphic family of complex Ka¨hler manifolds,
by using the characterizations. The work is inspired by Demailly’s method to the
regularization of plurisubharmonic functions [10] and Berndtsson’s proof of the in-
tegral form of the Kiselman’s minimum principle for p.s.h. functions [20], [1].
To explain our observations, let us first take a look at Demailly’s method to the
regularization of p.s.h. functions. Let ϕ be a p.s.h function on a bounded pseudo-
convex domain D ⊂ Cn. Let Km be the weighted Bergman kernel of H2(D, e−mϕ),
the Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on D which are square-integrable with
respect to the weight e−mϕ. Applying the Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem
[26], Demailly showed that 1m logKm converges (in certain sense) to ϕ on D as
m→∞, and then got a regularization of the original p.s.h function ϕ.
The first observation in this paper is a new characterization of p.s.h. functions
based on certain Lp extension property.
We start from an upper semi-continuous function ϕ on D which is not assumed
to be p.s.h. at the beginning, but we assume that the Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension
theorem also holds on D with the weight e−mϕ for all m ≥ 1. Then from the
argument of Demailly, the convergence for 1m logKm to ϕ is also valid. On the other
hand, it is clear that the logarithm of the Bergman kernels 1m logKm are always
plurisubharmonic. Therefore at the end one can see that ϕ is plurisubharmonic.
This implies that a rough converse of the Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem
holds. Precisely we have the following slightly stronger result.
Theorem 1.1. Let ϕ : D → [−∞,+∞) be an upper semicontinuous function on
D ⊂ Cn that is not identically −∞. Let p > 0 be a fixed constant. If for any z0 ∈ D
with ϕ(z0) > −∞ and any m > 0, there is f ∈ O(D) such that f(z0) = 1 and∫
D
|f |pe−mϕ ≤ Cme−mϕ(z0),
where Cm are constants independent of z0 and satisfying the growth condition
lim
m→∞
1
m logCm = 0, then ϕ is plurisubharmonic.
Remark 1.1. It is worth to mention that Berndtsson proved that a continuous
function ϕ on a planar domain is subharmonic if e−mϕ can be used as a weight for
Ho¨rmander’s L2-estimate for ∂¯ [1]. For the argument in [1], dimension-one condition
and continuity for ϕ are necessary assumptions. It seems interesting to generalize
Berndtsson’s result to higher dimensions and upper semi-continuous functions.
Our second main observation is relating Theorem 1.1 with positivity of direct
image sheaves of twisted relative canonical boundles, which is also inspired by
Demailly’s regularization of p.s.h. functions. This observation comes from a new
geometric interpretation of Theorem 1.1 as follows.
Let D and ϕ be as in Theorem 1.1. We view e−ϕ as a (singular) hermitian metric
on the trivial line bundle L = D × C. Let π = Id : D → D′ = D be the trivial
fibration with each fiber being one single point. It is obvious that the associated
twisted relative canonical bundle KD/D′⊗L is isomorphic to L and its direct image
L′ := π∗(KD/D′ ⊗ L) is also canonically isomorphic to L. The Hodge-type metric
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on L′, denoted by e−ϕ
′
, is given by integration along fibers. In the case under
discussion, since all fibers are single points, the Hodge-type metric on L′ is given
by valuations of the norms of the relative sections. It is obvious that ϕ′ = ϕ.
Therefore Theorem 1.1 implies that: if (mL, e−mϕ) satisfies the Ohsawa-Takegoshi
extension theorem for all m ≥ 1, then the direct image π∗(KD/D′ ⊗L) is positively
curved with respect to the Hodge-type metric. This simple observation leads to the
expectation that certain extension property should imply positivity of direct image
sheaves.
In connection to this direction, we give a characterization of Griffiths positivity of
holomorphic vector bundles, as a generalization of Theorem 1.1. We first introduce
the notion of multiple Lp-extension property for holomorphic vector bundles with
singular Finsler metrics.
Definition 1.1 (Multiple Lp-extension property). Let (E, h) be a holomorphic
vector bundle over a bounded domain D ⊂ Cn equipped with a singular Finsler
metric h. Let p > 0 be a fixed constant. Assume that for any z ∈ D, any nonzero
element a ∈ Ez with finite norm |a|, and any m ≥ 1, there is a holomorphic section
fm of E
⊗m on D such that fm(z) = a⊗m and satisfies the following estimate:∫
D
|fm|p ≤ Cm|a⊗m|p = Cm|a|mp,
where Cm are constants independent of z and satisfying the growth condition
1
m logCm → 0 as m → ∞. Then (E, h) is said to have multiple Lp-extension
property.
The following theorem says that multiple Lp-extension property for some p > 0
implies Griffiths positivity.
Theorem 1.2. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic vector bundle over a bounded domain
D ⊂ Cn equipped with a singular Finsler metric h, such that the norm of any
local holomorphic section of E∗ is upper semicontinuous. If (E, h) has multiple
Lp-extension property for some p > 0, then (E, h) is positively curved in the sense
of Griffiths, namely log |u| is plurisubharmonic for any local holomorphic section u
of E∗.
The reader is referred to §3 for the definitions of singular Finsler metrics and dual
Finsler metrics, and §6.2 for the definition of Finsler metrics on tensor products of
vector bundles.
Remark 1.2. Some remarks about Theorem 1.2:
• Although this theorem is stated and proved for vector bundles of finite
rank, the same argument also works for holomorphic vector bundles of
infinite rank;
• In general a holomorphic vector bundle has certain positivity property if it
has a lot of holomorphic sections. However the points here are different.
Firstly the nature of this theorem is completely local, and secondly our aim
here is not to show that E admits some positively curved metric, instead
our aim is to show that the metric h itself is positively curved;
• It seems that multiple Lp-extension property is stronger than Griffiths pos-
itivity, and possibly it is more or less equivalent to Nakano positivity.
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The third observation in the present paper is introducing fiber-product powers
of holomorphic families. Motivated by Demailly’s method to regularization of p.s.h
functions, it is natural to expect that considering the tensor product powers of
a line bundle twisting the relative canonical bundle may enable us to prove the
positivity of the direct image of the twisted relative canonical bundles. However,
this is not powerful enough when we study families of complex manifolds with
positive dimensional fibers .
In this paper, we consider fiber-product powers of holomorphic families, as well
as tensor product powers of the involved line bundle. Recall that for a holomorphic
map p : X → Y between complex manifolds, the m-th power of fiber product is
defined to be
X ×Y · · · ×Y X := {(x1, · · · , xm) ∈ Xm; p(x1) = · · · = p(xm)}.
This observation is inspired by Berndtsson’s work on minimum principle for p.s.h
functions [1].
We now discuss applications of the above observations to plurisubharmonic vari-
ation of Bergman kernels and Griffiths positivity of direct image sheaves associated
to holomorphic families of complex manifolds. The main tool in the arguments is
an Ohsawa-Takegoshi type L2 extension theorem of the following form:
Theorem 1.3. Let (X,ω) be a weakly pseudoconvex Ka¨hler manifold and L be a
holomorphic line bundle over X with a (singular) hermitian metric h. Let s : X →
C
r be a holomorphic map such that 0 ∈ Cr is not a critical value of s. Assume that
the curvature current of (L, h) is semi-positive and |s(x)| ≤ M for some constant
M . Let Y = s−1(0) be the zero set of s. Then for every holomorphic section f of
KX ⊗ L over Y such that
∫
Y
|f |2|Λr(ds)|−2dVω < +∞, there exists a holomorphic
section F of KX ⊗ L over X such that F |Y = f and∫
X
|F |2LdVX,ω ≤ Cr,M
∫
Y
|f |2L
|Λr(ds)|2 dVY,ω
where Cr,M is a constant depending only on r and M .
Remark 1.3. For Theorem 1.3, the case that X is a pseudoconvex domain is proved
by Ohsawa and Takegoshi in [26]. A geometric presentation in the case that X is
Ka¨hler and h is smooth was given by Manivel [24] and Demailly [11]. Recently,
after the works by Blocki ([8]) and Guan-Zhou ([15], [16], [17]), the optimal L2
extension in the setting of pseudoconvex Ka¨hler manifolds presented as above was
proved by Cao [9] and Zhou-Zhu [29] with an optimal estimate of the constant
Cr,M . In this paper, we also need an L
p(0 < p < 2) variant of Theorem 1.3 due to
Berndtsson-Pa˘un [7].
In [17] (see also [18]) Guan and Zhou observed a connection between positivity
of the twisted relative canonical bundles and Ohsawa-Takegoshi type extension, by
showing that plurisubharmonic variation of the relative Bergman kernels proved
in [2] and [6] and Griffiths positivity of the twisted relative canonical bundles [3]
can be deduced from Theorem 1.3 with optimal estimate. On the other hand,
Berndtsson and Lempert [5] show that Theorem 1.3 with optimal estimate in the
case of pseudoconvex domains can be deduced from Berndtsson’s result on positivity
of direct image of the twisted relative canonical bundles [3].
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Roughly speaking, by the works of Guan-Zhou and Berndtsson-Lempert, the
Ohsawa-Takegoshi type extension theorems with optimal estimate and the pos-
itivity of the twisted relative canonical bundle are equivalent. Recently, based
on Guan-Zhou’s above observation, Hacon, Popa and Schnell [19], and Pa˘un and
Takayama [27], and Zhou and Zhu [30] showed that, for a projective and Ka¨hler
family of manifolds, the positivity of direct images of the twisted relative pluri-
canonical bundles can be deduced from Theorem 1.3 with optimal estimate.
Note that the Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem with optimal estimate and
the positivity of direct image sheaves are equivalent, it seems to be interesting that
the positivity of direct image sheaves could be deduced from Theorem 1.3 without
optimal estimate. We should remark that the curvature positivity property involves
the mean value inequality, which is an exact inequality, while the estimate in The-
orem 1.3 contains a constant which is not exact.
In this paper, we’ll present a different approach to the Griffiths positivity of direct
image sheaves based on the new characterizations of p.s.h. functions , together with
Theorem 1.3. The key insight is Theorem 1.1, which says that the submean value
inequality can be deduced from a multiple extension property, where nonexact
constants are allowed provided they satisfy certain growth condition.
The first applications of the above observations is to plursubharmonic variation
of m-Bergman kernels associated to a family of pseudoconvex domains.
Let Ω ⊂ Crt × Cnz be a pseudoconvex domain and let p : Ω → U := p(Ω) ⊂ Cr
be the natural projection. Let ϕ(t, z) be a p.s.h. function on Ω. Let Ωt := p
−1(t)
(t ∈ U) be the fibers. We also denote by ϕt(z) = ϕ(t, z) the restriction of ϕ on Ωt.
Let m be a postive integer, and let Km,t(z) be the m-Bergman kernel on Ωt with
wight e−ϕt (see §2.1 for definition). When m = 1, K1,t(z) is the ordinary relative
weighted Bergman kernel. As t varies, Km,t(z) gives a function on Ω.
Theorem 1.4. The function logKm,t(z) is plurisubharmonic on Ω.
The method in the proof of Theorem 1.4 can also be applied to the case of fam-
ilies of compact Ka¨hler manifolds (see Theorem 8.2 and Remark 8.1).
The second application of the observations is to prove positivity of certain direct
image sheaves. We first consider the case of families of pesudoconvex domains.
Let U,D be bounded pseudoconvex domains in Cr and Cn respectively, and let
Ω = U × D ⊂ Cr × Cn. Let ϕ be a p.s.h function on Ω, which is assumed to be
bounded. For t ∈ U , let Dt = {t} ×D and ϕt(z) = ϕ(t, z). Let Et = H2(Dt, e−ϕt)
be the space of L2 holomorphic functions on Dt with respect to the weight e
−ϕt .
Then Et are Hilbert spaces with the natural inner product. Since ϕ is assumed to
be bounded on Ω, all Et for t ∈ U are equal as vector spaces. However, the inner
products on Et depend on t if ϕ(t, z) is not constant with t. So, under the natural
projection, E =
∐
t∈∆Et is a trivial holomorphic vector bundle (of infinite rank)
over U with varying Hermitian metric.
In [3], Berndtsson proved that E is semipositive in the sense of Griffths, namely,
for any local holomorphic section ξ of the dual bundle E∗, the function log |ξ|
is plurisubharmonic (indeed Berndtsson proved a stronger result which says that
E is semipositive in the sense of Nakano). The aim here is to apply the above
observations to present a new proof of Berntdsson’s result. The argument in [3]
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involves taking derivatives and hence ϕ is assumed to be smooth up to the boundary
of Ω. In the following Theorem 1.5, smoothness for ϕ is not necessary.
Theorem 1.5. The vector bundle E is semipositive in the sense of Griffths.
Remark 1.4. We will see that Theorem 1.5 can be deduced from Theorem 1.3
for pseudoconvex domains. We have mentioned that Theorem 1.3 with optimal
estimate for pseudocovnex domains can be deduced from Theorem 1.5 [5]. So
logically one can think that Theorem 1.3 with optimal estimate is a consequence
of Theorem 1.3 without optimal estimate. However, this is not a proper viewpoint
since the work in [5] contains some essentially new input, which can be viewed
as a new technique of localization. On the other hand, it is natural to expect
that Theorem 1.3 with optimal estimate can be deduced from Theorem 1.3, by the
method of raising powers of complex manifolds that is discussed above. To do this,
it seems that one need to prove a modification of the L2-existence theorem in [11].
We now consider the positivity of the direct image sheaf of the twisted relative
canonical bundle associated to a family of compact Ka¨hler manifolds. Let X,Y
be Ka¨hler manifolds of dimension r + n and r respectively, and let p : X → Y
be a proper holomorphic map. For y ∈ Y let Xy = p−1(y) , which is a compact
submanifold of X of dimension n if y is a regular value of p. Let L be a holomorphic
line bundle over X , and h be a singular Hermitian metric on L, whose curvature
current is semi-positive. Let KX/Y be the relative canonical bundle on X . Let
Em = p∗(mKX/Y ⊗ L ⊗ Im(h)) be the direct image sheaves on Y (see §4 for the
definition of the idea sheaf Im(h)). One can choose a proper analytic subset A ⊂ Y
such that:
(1) p is submersive over Y \A,
(2) Em is locally free on X\A, and
(3) Em,y is naturally identified with H
0(Xy,mKXy ⊗ L|Xy ⊗ Im(h)|Xy ), for
y ∈ Y \A.
where Em is the vector bundle on Y \A associated to Em. For u ∈ Em,y, them-norm
of u is defined to be
Hm(u) := ‖u‖m =
(∫
Xy
|u|2/mh1/m
)m/2
≤ +∞.
Then Hm is a Finsler metric on Em. In the case that m = 1, we denote E1, H1 by
E , H respectively. The following theorem says that H is a positively curved singular
Hermitian metric in the coherent sheaf E (see Definition 3.4 for definition).
Theorem 1.6. H is a positively curved singular Hermitian metric on E.
In the proof of Theorem 1.6, we first show thatH is a positively curved Hermitian
metric on p∗(KX/Y ⊗ L), and deduce form which the positivity of (E , H) by Oka-
Grauert principle.
By the plurisubharonic variation of the m-Bergman kernel metrics and Theorem
1.6, one can see that the NS metric (see §2.3 for definition) on the direct image
p∗(kKX/Y ⊗ L⊗ Ik(h)) is positively curved in the sense of Griffiths.
Plurisubharmonic variation of Bergman kernels and positivity of direct images
of twisted relative canonical bundles have been extensively studied in recent years
by many authors (see e.g. [2][3][6][7][17][14][27][9][19][29][30]), in different settings
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and different generality. The method in the present paper is quite different from
those in the cited works.
Remark 1.5. The same argument can be used to show that Theorem 1.6 still holds if
L is replaced by a holomorphic vector bundle with a Nakano semi-positive Hermitian
metric (see also [22]).
Remark 1.6. It is possible to prove that the metric Hm (which is different from
the NS metric defined in §2.3) is a positively curved singular Finsler metric on
the coherent sheaf Em for all m ≥ 1. Considering their significance in birational
classification of algebraic varieties (see e.g. [28]), it seems that the study of the
sheaves Em is more important than that of their descendent objects - m-Bergman
kernel metrics. This topic will be discussed in a forthcoming work [12].
Acknowledgements. The authors are partially supported by NSFC grants.
2. m-Bergman kernel metric and Narasimhan-Simha metric
In this section, we recall the so-called (relative) m-Bergman kernel metrics and
Narasimhan-Simha metrics (NS metric for short) on the twisted relative pluricanon-
ical bundles associated to a family of complex manifolds. We also prove a product
property of (relative) m-Bergman kernels which will be frequently used in the rest
of this paper.
2.1. m-Bergman kernels associated to domains in Cn. We first recall the
definition ofm-Bergman kernels on domains (see [25] for more details). Let Ω ⊂ Cn
be a domain. Let ϕ be an upper semicontinuous (u.s.c for short) function on Ω.
Let m ≥ 1 be an integer (indeed m can be a real number in domain case). The
weighted m-Bergman space is defined as
Hm(Ω, ϕ) := {u ∈ O(Ω) : ‖u‖m :=
(∫
Ω
|u|2/me−ϕ/m
)m/2
< +∞}.
Note that ‖u‖m is not a norm if m > 1 since the triangle inequality does not hold.
The associated m-Bergman kernel is defined as
Km(x) := sup
u∈Hm(Ω,ϕ)\{0}
|u(x)|2
‖u‖2m
,(1)
if u(x) 6= 0 for some u ∈ Hm(Ω, ϕ), andKm(x) = 0 if u(x) = 0 for all u ∈ Hm(Ω, ϕ).
Equivalently, for any x ∈ Ω such that Km(x) 6= 0,
Km(x)
−1 = inf{‖u‖2m : u(x) = 1, u ∈ Hm(Ω, ϕ)}.(2)
Remark 2.1. The 1-Bergman kernel is the usual weighted Bergman kernel with
weight e−ϕ.
The m-Bergman kernels have the following product property.
Proposition 2.1. Let Ω1 ⊂ Cn,Ω2 ⊂ Cs be two domains, and ϕ1, ϕ2 be two u.s.c.
functions on Ω1 and Ω2 respectively. Let Km,1,Km,2,Km be the m-Bergman kernels
of Hm(Ω1, ϕ1), Hm(Ω2, ϕ2) and Hm(Ω1 × Ω2, ϕ1 + ϕ2) respectively. Then for any
point (x1, x2) ∈ Ω1 × Ω2,
Km(x1, x2) = Km,1(x1)Km,2(x2).
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Proof. It is obvious that Km(x1, x2) ≥ Km,1(x1)Km,2(x2). It suffices to prove that
Km(x1, x2) ≤ Km,1(x1)Km,2(x2). If Km(x1, x2) = 0, it is trivial, since one of
Km(x1) and Km(x2) equals zero.
Now we assume that Km(x1, x2) 6= 0. Let u ∈ O(Ω1×Ω2), such that u(x1, x2) =
1, and u ∈ Hm(Ω1 × Ω2, ϕ1 + ϕ2) Then from the definition of m-Bergman kernel,
one can obtain that∫
Ω2
|u(z1, z2)|2/me−ϕ2(z2)/mdλz2 ≥
|u(z1, x2)|2/m
(Km,2(x2))1/m
.
By Fubini theorem and the definition of m-Bergman kernel,
(
∫
Ω1×Ω2
|u(z1, z2)|2/me−(ϕ1(z1)+ϕ2(z2))/mdλz1dλz2)m
≥ 1
Km,2(x2)
(
∫
Ω1
|u(z1, x2)|2/me−ϕ1(z1)/mdλz1)m
≥ 1
Km,1(x1)
· 1
Km,2(x2)
Taking infimum on all u ∈ Hm(Ω1 × Ω2, ϕ1 + ϕ2) with u(x1, x2) = 1, we get
1
Km(x1, x2)
≥ 1
Km,1(x1)
· 1
Km,2(x2)
,
and hence Km(x1, x2) ≤ Km,1(x1)Km,2(x2). 
2.2. m-Bergman kernel metrics on complex manifolds. Let X be a compact
manifold of dimension n, and let L be a holomorphic line bundle on X with a (sin-
gular) Hermitian metric h = e−ϕ. We assume that local weights ϕ of h take values
in [−∞,+∞) and are upper semicontinuous. For a section u ∈ H0(X,mKX ⊗ L),
we define its m-norm as
‖u‖m :=
(∫
X
|u|2/meϕ/m
)m/2
.
Let H0m(X,mKX ⊗ L) = {u ∈ H0(X,mKX ⊗ L); ‖u‖m < ∞}. If H0m(X,mKX ⊗
L) 6= {0}, it induces a metric on mKX ⊗ L as follows. For x ∈ X such that
u(x) 6= 0 for some u ∈ H0m(X,mKX⊗L), the evaluation map H0m(X,mKX⊗L)→
(mKX ⊗ L)|x is surjective and hence induces a metric on (mKX ⊗ L)|x given by
|v|m := inf{‖u‖m : u ∈ H0m(X,mKX ⊗ L), u(x) = v},
v ∈ (mKX ⊗ L)|x; for x ∈ X such that u(x) = 0 for all u ∈ H0m(X,mKX ⊗L), the
metric on (mKX ⊗ L)|x is defined to be +∞ for all nonzero vectors.
The metric defined above is called the m-Bergman kernel metric on mKX ⊗ L
and will be denoted by Bm(L,h). The local weights of B
m
(L,h) can be given as follows.
Assume (U, z) is a local coordinate on X and e is a local frame of L on U . Then an
element u ∈ H0(X,mKX ⊗ L) can be represented on U as u = u˜dz⊗m ⊗ e, where
u˜ is a holomorphic function on U . Let K(U,m)(x) = sup{ 1‖u‖2m ;u ∈ H
0
m(X,mKX ⊗
L), u˜(x) = 1}, x ∈ U if u(x) 6= 0 for some u ∈ H0m(X,mKX⊗L), and set K(U,m)(x)
otherwise. Then lnK(U,m) is a local weight of B(L,h) on U with respect to the frame
dz⊗m ⊗ e; namely, with respect to the m-Bergman metric,
|dz⊗m ⊗ e|2 = e− lnK(U,n) = 1
K(U,m)
.
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The relation between the m-Bergman kernel defined in the previous subsection
and the m-bergman kernel metric is as follows. For a domain Ω ⊂ Cn and a p.s.h
function ϕ on Ω, viewing e−ϕ as a metric on the trivial line bundle L = Ω × C
over Ω, then the m-Bergman kernel metric on mKΩ ⊗ L ≡ Ω× C is given by 1Km ,
whereKm is the m-Bergman kernel on Ω with weight ϕ. Therefore, them-Bergman
kernel metric can be seen as an intrinsic definition of the m-Bergman kernel.
Similar to Proposition 2.1, we have the following product property form-Bergman
kernel metrics.
Proposition 2.2. Let X1 and X2 be two complex manifolds, and L1 → X1 and
L2 → X2 be two holomorphic line bundles over X1 and X2 respectively. Let h1
and h2 be two Hermitian metrics on L1 and L2 respectively. Let pi : X1 ×X2 →
Xi (i = 1, 2) be the natural projections. Let L be the induced holomorphic line
bundle p∗1L1 ⊗ p∗2L2 over X1 ×X2 with the Hermitian metric h = p∗1h2 · p∗2h2. Let
Bm(L1,h1), B
m
(L2,h2)
and Bm(L,h) be the corresponding m-Bergman kernel metrics on
mKX1 ⊗ L1,mKX2 ⊗ L2 and mKX ⊗ L respectively. Then
Bm(L,h) = B
m
(L1,h1)
·Bm(L2,h2).
The statement in Proposition 2.2 is understood as follows. In a canonical way,
we can identify KX with p
∗
1KX1 ⊗ p∗2KX2 , and therefore identify mKX ⊗ L with
(mKX1 ⊗ L1) ⊗ (mKX2 ⊗ L2). Then Proposition 2.2 says that the m-Bergman
kernel metric Bm(L,h) is induced by the m-Bergman kernel metrics B
m
(L1,h1)
, Bm(L2,h2)
on (mKX1 ⊗ L1), (mKX2 ⊗ L2).
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.2 is similar to that of Proposition 2.1.
For simplicity, we denote Bm(L1,h1), B
m
(L2,h2)
, Bm(L,h) by B1, B2, B respectively.
By definition, it is obvious that B ≤ B1⊗B2. We now prove that B ≥ B1⊗B2.
Fix an arbitrary (x1, x2) ∈ X1 × X2. If B(x1, x2) = +∞, there is nothing to
prove. We assume that B(x1, x2) 6= +∞. Let a ∈ (mKX1 ⊗ L1)|x1 , b ∈ (mKX2 ⊗
L2)|x2 with a, b 6= 0. Let u ∈ H0m(X1 ×X2,mKX1×X2 ⊗ L) such that u(x1, x2) =
a⊗ b. From the definition of the Bergman kernel,∫
X2
|u(z, w)|2/mh1/m2 ≥ |u(z, x2)|2/mB1/m2 (b).
By Fubini theorem and the definition of m-Bergman kernel,(∫
X1×X2
|u(z, w)|2/mh1/m1 h1/m2
)m
≥ B2(b)
(∫
X1
|u(z, x2)|2/mh1/m2
)m
≥ B1(a)B2(b) = (B1 ·B2)(a⊗ b).
Taking infimum on all such u, we complete the proof. 
2.3. Relative Bergman kernel metrics and Narasimhan-Simha metrics.
Let X be a compact complex manifold of dimension n, and let L be a holomorphic
line bundle on X with a (singular) Hermitian metric h = e−ϕ. We assume that
local weights ϕ of h take values in [−∞,+∞) and are upper semicontinuous. In §2.2
we have defined the m-Bergman kernel metric Bm(L,h) on mKX ⊗L. It is clear that
hm := (B
m
(L,h))
m−1
m h
1
m defines a metric on Lm := (m − 1)KX ⊗ L, which is called
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the Narasimhan-Simha metric (NS metric for short) on Lm. Then the Bergman
kernel metric on H0(X,KX ⊗ Lm) = H0(X,mKX ⊗ L) induced from hm is also
called the Narasimhan-Simha metric on H0(X,mKX ⊗ L).
Let X and Y be complex manifolds of dimension n+ s and s respectively. Let
p : X → Y be a holomrophic surjective map. Denote by Xy := p−1(y). Note
that if p is a submersion, then all the fibers Xy are complex submanifolds of the
same dimension. Let KX , KY be the cannonical bundles on X , Y respectively,
and KX/Y := KX − p∗KY be the relative canonical bundle on X . Let (L, h)→ X
be a holomorphic line bundle over X with a (singular) Hermitian mertic h, whose
weights are locally integrable functions.
Firstly, we assume that p is a submersion. Let t = (t1, · · · , ts) be local coordi-
nates on an open set U ⊂ Y . Then dt := dt1 ∧ · · · ∧ dts is a trivialization of KY
on U , and gives a natural map from (n, 0)-forms u on the fibers Xy to sections u˜
of KX over Xy for y ∈ U by
u˜ = u ∧ p∗(dt).
Conversely, given a local section u˜ of KX , we can write u˜ = u ∧ dt locally. The
restriction of u to fibers is then uniquely defined and thus defines a section of KXy .
From the correspondence between u and u˜, we get an isomorphism
KXy → KX/Y |Xy
u 7→ u ∧ p
∗(dt)
dt
.
It is worth to mention that through the correspondence between u and u˜ depends
on the choice of dt, but the above isomorphism is independent of the choice of dt.
Similarly, we have the following isomorphism
mKXy → mKX/Y |Xy
u 7→ u ∧ (p
∗(dt))⊗m
(dt)⊗m
,
which further induces a canonical isomorphism betweenmKXy×L|Xy and (mKX/Y⊗
L)|Xy .
Recall that we have defined the m-Bergman kernel metric on mKXy × L|Xy ,
which can also be viewed an Hermitian metric on (mKX/Y ⊗ L)|Xy , according to
the above isomorphism. As y varies in Y , we get a (singular) Hermitian metric
on mKX/Y ⊗ L, which will be called the relative m-Bergman kernel metric on
mKX/Y ⊗ L. The relative NS metric on (m − 1)KX/Y ⊗ L is defined in the same
way from the NS metric on (m− 1)KXy × L|Xy .
If p : X → Y is not a submersion, the relative m-Bergman kernel metric given
above is only defined on (mKX/Y ⊗ L)|p−1(U) for some Zariski open set U in Y .
One of the main aims of the paper is to show that, for some cases, the m-Bergman
kernel metric on (mKX/Y ⊗ L)|p−1(U) is positively curved and can be extended to
a positively curved metric on mKX/Y ⊗ L.
3. Singular Finsler metrics on coherent analytic sheaves
In this section, we recall the notions of singular Finsler metrics on holomorphic
vector bundles and give a definition of positively curved singular Finsler metrics on
coherent analytic sheaves.
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Definition 3.1. Let E → X be a holomorphic vector bundle over a complex
manifold X . A (singular) Finsler metric h on E is a function h : E → [0,+∞], such
that |v|2h := h(cv) = |c|2h(v) for any v ∈ E and c ∈ C.
In the above definition, we do not assume any regularity property of a singu-
lar Finsler metric. Only when considering Griffiths positivity certain regularity is
required, as shown in the following Definition 3.1.
Definition 3.2. For a singular Finsler metric h on E, its dual Finsler metric h∗
on the dual bundle E∗ of E is defined as follows. For f ∈ E∗x, the fiber of E∗ at
x ∈ X , |f |h∗ is defined to be 0 if |v|h = +∞ for all nonzero v ∈ Ex; otherwise,
|f |h∗ := sup{|f(v)|; v ∈ Ex, |v|h ≤ 1} ≤ +∞.
Definition 3.3. Let E → X be a holomorphic vector bundle over a complex
manifold X . A singular Finsler metric h on E is called negatively curved (in the
sense of Griffiths) if for any local holomorphic section s of E the function log |s|2h
is plurisubharmonic, and is called positively curved (in the sense of Griffiths) if its
dual metric h∗ on E∗ is negatively curved.
As far as our knowledge, there have not been natural definition of singular Finsler
metric on a coherent analytic sheaf. In the present paper, we will propose a defini-
tion of positively curved Finsler metrics on coherent analytic sheaves. Let F be a
coherent analytic sheaf on X , it is well known that F is locally free on some Zariski
open subset U of X . On U , we will identify F with the vector bundle associated
to it.
Definition 3.4. Let F be a coherent analytic sheaf on a complex manifold X . Let
Z ⊂ X be an analytic subset of X such that F|X\Z is locally free. A positively
curved singular Finsler metric h on F is a singular Finsler metric on the holomorphic
vector bundle F|X\Z , such that for any local holomorphic section g of the dual sheaf
F∗ on an open set U ⊂ X , the function log |g|h∗ is p.s.h. on U \ Z, and can be
extended to a p.s.h. function on U .
Remark 3.1. Suppose that log |g|h∗ is p.s.h. on U \ Z. It is well-known that if
codimC(Z) ≥ 2 or log |g|H∗ is locally bounded above near Z, then log |g|h∗ extends
across Z to U uniquely as a p.s.h function. Definition 3.4 matches Definition 3.1
and Definition 3.3 if F is a vector bundle.
4. Extension theorems of Ohsawa-Takegoshi type
In this section, we prepare some extension theorems of Ohsawa-Takegoshi type
which will be used as a central tool in this paper.
Theorem 4.1. Let (X,ω) be a weakly pseudoconvex Ka¨hler manifold and L be a
holomorphic line bundle over X with a (singular) hermitian metric h. Let s : X →
Cr be a holomorphic map such that 0 ∈ Cr is not a critical value of s. Assume that
the curvature current of (L, h) is semi-positive and |s(x)| ≤ M for some constant
M . Let Y = s−1(0) be the zero set of s. Then for every holomorphic section f of
KX ⊗ L over Y such that
∫
Y
|f |2|Λr(ds)|−2dVω < +∞, there exists a holomorphic
section F of KX ⊗ L over X such that F |Y = f and∫
X
|F |2LdVX,ω ≤ Cr,M
∫
Y
|f |2L
|Λr(ds)|2 dVY,ω.
where Cr,M is a constant depending only on r and M .
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Remark 4.1. For Theorem 1.3, the case that X is a pseudoconvex domain is proved
by Ohsawa and Takegoshi in [26]. A geometric presentation in the case that X is
Ka¨hler and h is smooth was given by Manivel [24] and Demailly [11]. Recently, after
the works by Blocki ([8]) and Guan-Zhou ([15], [16], [17]), the optimal L2 extension
in the setting of pseudoconvex Ka¨hler manifolds presented as above was proved by
Cao [9] and Zhou-Zhu [29] with an optimal estimate of the constant Cr,M .
Combining Theorem 4.1 and the iteration method in [7], we ge the following
Theorem 4.2 ([7]). Let Ω ⊂ Cn+r be a pseudoconvex domain, and p : Ω→ p(Ω) ⊂
Cr be the natural projection. For y ∈ p(Ω), we denote Ωy := p−1(y) by Ωy. Let
ϕ be a p.s.h function on Ω. Assume that |y| ≤ M for all y ∈ p(Ω). Let m ≥ 1 be
an integer and y0 ∈ p(Ω) such that ϕ is not identically −∞ on any branch of Ωy0 .
Then for any holomorphic function u on Ωy0 such that∫
Ωy0
|u|2/me−ϕ < +∞,
there exists a holomorphic function U on Ω such that U |Ωy0 = u and∫
Ω
|U |2/me−ϕ ≤ Cr,M
∫
Ωy0
|u|2/me−ϕ,
where Cr,M is the constant as in Theorem 4.1.
Proof. We follow the idea as in the proof of Theorem in [7]. By standard regular-
ization argument, without loss of generality, one may assume that ϕ ∈ Psh(Ω) ∩
C∞(Ω), u is holomorphic on some neighborhood of Ωy0 . We can also assume∫
Ωy0
|u|2/me−ϕdλ = 1.
From the pseudoconvexity of Ω, one can find a holomorphic function F1 ∈ O(Ω)
with F1|Ωy0 = u(x). Replacing Ω by a relatively compact domain in it, we can
assume ∫
Ω
|F1|2/me−ϕdλ ≤ A < +∞.
Let ϕ1 = ϕ + (1 − 1/m) log |F1|2, by Theorem 4.1 with the weight ϕ1, there is a
new extension of F2 of u satisfying∫
Ω
|F2|2
|F1|2−2/m e
−ϕdλ ≤ Cr,M
∫
Ωy0
|u|2
|F1|2−2/m e
−ϕdλV = Cr,M .
By Ho¨lder’s inequality,∫
Ω
|F2|2/me−ϕdλ ≤
( ∫
Ω
|F2|2
|F1|2−2/m e
−ϕdλ
)1/m(∫
Ω
|F1|2/me−ϕdλ
)(m−1)/m
≤ C1/mr,M A(m−1)/m = A(Cr,M/A)1/m =: A1.
We can assume A > Cr,M , then A1 < A. Repeating the same argument with F1
replaced by F2, etc, we get a decreasing sequence of constants Ak, such that
Ak+1 = Ak(Cr,M/Ak)
1/m
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for k ≥ 1. It is easy to see that Ak tends to Cr,M . Taking limit, we obtain a
holomorphic function U on Ω extending u, such that∫
Ω
|U(x)|2/me−ϕdλ ≤ Cr,M .

Theorem 4.2 can be extended to a family of compact Ka¨hler manifolds. Let
B ⊂ Cr be the unit ball and let X be a Ka¨hler manifold of dimension n + r. Let
p : X → B be a holomorphic proper submersion. For t ∈ B, denote by Xt the
fiber p−1(t). Let L be a holomorphic line bundle on X with a (singular) Hermitian
metric h whose curvature current is positive.
Let k > 0 be a fixed integer. The multiplier ideal sheaf Ik(h) ⊂ OX is defined
as follows. If ϕ is a local weight of h on some open set U ⊂ X , then the germ of
Ik(h) at a point p ∈ U consists of the germs of holomorphic functions f at p such
that |f |2/ke−ϕ/k is integrable at p. It is known that I(h1/k) is a coherent analytic
sheaf on X [9].
Let E = p∗(kKX/B ⊗ L ⊗ Ik(h)) be the direct image sheaf on B. For any open
subset U of B containing the origin 0 and any s ∈ H0(U, E|U )), the restriction of s
on X0, denoted by s|X0 , gives a section in H0(X0, kKX0 ⊗ Ik(h)|X0 ). By Cartan’s
Theorem B, there exists a global section s˜ of E on B such that s˜|X0 = s|X0 . For
For u ∈ H0(X0, kKX0 ⊗ Ik(h)|X0), as in §2.2, the k-norm of u is defined to be
‖u‖k =
(∫
X0
|u|2/kh1/k
)k/2
≤ +∞.
Modifying the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we can prove the following
Theorem 4.3. Let u ∈ H0(X0, kKX0 ⊗ Ik(h)|X0) with ‖u‖k < ∞. Assume there
exist an open subset U containing the origin and s0 ∈ H0(U, E|U ) such that s0|X0 =
u, then there exists s ∈ H0(X, kKX ⊗ L ⊗ Ik(h)) = H0(B, kKB ⊗ E) such that
s|X0 = u ∧ dt⊗k and ∫
X
|s|2/kh1/k ≤ Cr,1
∫
X0
|u|2/kh1/k,
where t = (t1, · · · , tr) is the standard coordinate on B and dt = dt1 ∧ · · · ∧ dtr, and
Cr,1 is the constant as in Theorem 4.2.
Proof. We assume that ‖u‖k = 1. As explained above, there is a s˜1 ∈ H0(B, E)
such that s˜1|X0 = u. Let s1 = s˜1 ∧ dt. By replacing B by a relatively smaller ball,
we can assume that
∫
X
|s1|2/kh1/k ≤ A < ∞ for some constant A. The section s1
induces a singular Hermitian metric
h1 =
(
1
|s1|2
) k−1
k
h
1
k
on (k− 1)KX ⊗L, whose curvature current is positive. By Theorem 4.1, there is a
section s2 ∈ H0(X,KX ⊗ ((k − 1)KX ⊗ L)) such that∫
X
|s2|2
|s1|2−2/k h
1/k ≤ Cr,1
∫
X0
|u|2
|s1|2−2/k h
1/k = Cr,1.
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By Ho¨lder’s inequality,∫
X
|s2|2/kh1/k ≤
( ∫
X
|s2|2
|s1|2−2/k h
1/k
)1/k( ∫
X
|s1|2/kh1/k
)(k−1)/k
≤ C1/kr,1 A(k−1)/k = A(Cr,1/A)1/k =: A1.
We can assume A > Cr,1, then A1 < A. Repeating the same argument with s1
replaced by s2, etc, we get a decreasing sequence of constants Ak, such that
Ak+1 = Ak(Cr,M/Ak)
1/m
for k ≥ 1. It is easy to see that Ak tends to Cr,M . Taking limit, we obtain a section
s that satisfies the condition in the theorem. 
5. Regularity of Bergman kernel metrics and Hodge-type metrics
The aim of this section is to show certain continuity of relativem-Bergman kernel
metrics and Hodge-type metrics on direct image sheaves.
5.1. For families of compact Ka¨hler manifolds. Let X,Y be Ka¨hler manifolds
of dimension m + n and m respectively, let p : X → Y be a proper holomorphic
submersion. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over X , and h be a singular
Hermitian metric on L, whose curvature current is semi-positive. Let KX/Y be the
relative canonical bundle on X .
Let Ek = p∗(kKX/Y ⊗ L⊗ Ik(h)) be the direct image sheaf on Y . By Grauert’s
theorem, Ek is a coherent analytic sheaf on Y . We assume that Ek is locally free,
then it is the sheaf of holomorphic sections of a holomorphic vector bundle, which
will be denoted by Ek. For any y ∈ Y , we can identify the fiber Ek,y of Ek at y
with H0(Xy, (kKX/Y ⊗ L⊗ Ik(h))|Xy ) ⊂ H0(Xy, kKXy ⊗ L|Xy ). For u ∈ Ek,y , as
in §2.2, the k-norm of u is defined to be
Hy(u) := ‖u‖k =
(∫
Xy
|u|2/kh1/k
)k/2
≤ +∞.
Note that here we view u as an element in H0(Xy, kKXy ⊗ L|Xy ). Then H is
a Finsler metric on Ek. It is clear that H is locally bounded below by positive
constants. The following proposition shows that H is lower semicontinuous.
Proposition 5.1 ([19]). Let s be a holomorphic section of Ek. The function
|s|k(y) := ‖s(y)‖k : Y → [0,+∞] is lower semi-continuous.
Proof. We present the proof given in [19]. Without loss of generality, we assume
that Y = B, which is the unit ball in Cm and prove that |s|k is lower semicontinuous
at the origin 0. Denote by (t1, · · · , tm) the standard coordinate system on B, then
the canonical bundle KB is trivialized by the global section dt = dt1 ∧ · · · ∧ dtm,
and the volume form on B is
dµ = cmdt ∧ dt.
Denote by
β = s ∧ (dt)⊗k ∈ H0(B, kKB ⊗ Ek) ≃ H0(X, kKX ⊗ L⊗ Ik(h)).
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Since p : X → B is a submersion, Ehresmann’s fibration theorem shows that X is
diffeomorphic to the product B ×X0. Choosing a Ka¨hler metric ω0 on X0, we can
write
|β|2/kh1/k = F · dµ ∧ ω
n
0
n!
where F : B × X0 → [0,+∞] is lower semi-continous and locally integrable; the
reason is that the local weights for (L, h) are upper semi-continuous. At every point
y ∈ B, we have that
|s(y)|k,y =
(∫
X0
F (y,−)ω
n
0
n!
)k/2
By Fubini’s theorem, the function |s|k is measurable function on B. Moreover,
since F is locally integrable and X0 is compact, ‖s(y)‖k < +∞ for almost every
y ∈ B.
We now need to show that
|s(0)|k ≤ lim inf
j→+∞
|s(yk)|k(3)
holds for every sequence y1, y2, · · · ∈ B which converges to the origin. By the lower
semi-continuity of F and Fatou’s lemma, we obtain∫
X0
F (0,−)ω
n
0
n!
≤
∫
X0
lim inf
k→+∞
F (yk,−)ω
n
0
n!
≤ lim inf
k→+∞
∫
X0
F (yk,−)ω
n
0
n!
.
This completes the proof of this proposition. 
The lower semicontinuity of the Finsler metric H on Ek does not implies auto-
matically the upper semicontinuity of its dual metric H∗ on E∗k . But in our case,
H∗ is indeed upper semicontinuous, as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2. With the same notations and assumptions as in Proposition 5.1,
For every ξ ∈ H0(Y,E∗k), the function |ξ|(y) := H∗(ξ(y)) : Y → [0,+∞] is upper
semi-continuous.
Proof. Our proof here is based on the idea in [19] and Theorem 4.3. Without loss
of generality, we assume that Y = B, the unit ball in Cm. It suffices to prove |ξ|k
is upper semi-continuous at the origin of B. We need to show that
lim sup
j→+∞
|ξ|(yj) ≤ |ξ|(0)
for every sequence y1, y2, · · · ∈ B which converges to the origin. We may assume
that |ξ|(yj) 6= 0 for all k ∈ N, and that the sequence |ξ|(yj) actually has a limit. By
the lower semicontinuity of H on Ek as shown in Proposition 5.1, |ξ|(yj) 6= +∞ for
all j. From the definition of the dual metric, for each j ∈ N, there is a holomorphic
section uj ∈ Ek,yj , such that ‖uj‖k = 1 and |〈ξ(yj), uj〉| = |ξ|(0). By Theorem
4.3, there are section sj ∈ H0(X, kKX ⊗ L) such that
∫
X |sj |2/kh1/k ≤ C for
some constant C > 0 independent of j. By Montel’s theorem, we may assume sj
converges uniformly on compact sets of X to some s ∈ H0(X, kKX ⊗ L). Then
limj→∞ < ξ(0), uj >=< ξ(0), u := s(0) >. It suffices to prove that ‖u‖k ≤ 1. From
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the proof of Proposition 5.1, each sj determines a lower semi-continuous function
Fj : B ×X0 → [0,+∞] with
1 = ‖uj‖k =
(∫
X0
Fj(yj ,−)ω
n
0
n!
)k/2
.
In the same way, s determines a lower semi-continuous function F : B × X0 →
[0,+∞]. Since the local weight e−ϕ of h is lower semi-continuous, and sj converges
uniformly on compact subsets to s, we get
F (0,−) ≤ lim inf
j→+∞
Fj(yj ,−).
Then by Fatou’s lemma, we complete the proof of this proposition. 
A direct consequence of Proposition 5.2 is the following
Corollary 5.3. For any m ≥ 1, the relative m-Bergman kernel metric (see §2.3
for definition) on mKX/Y ⊗ L is lower semi-continuous, namely, the norm of any
local holomorphic section of mKX/Y ⊗ L with respect to the relative m-Bergman
kernel metric is lower semi-continuous.
5.2. For families of pseudoconvex domains. Let Ω ⊂ Cm+n = Cmt × Cnz be a
pseudo-convex domain. Let p : Ω→ Cm be the natural projection. We denote p(Ω)
by D and denote p−1(t) by Ωt for t ∈ D. Let ϕ be a plurisubharmonic function on
Ω and let k ≥ 1 be an fixed integer. For an open subset U of D, we denote by F(U)
the space of holomorphic functions F on p−1(U) such that
∫
p−1(K) |F |2/ke−ϕ ≤ ∞
for all compact subset K of D. For t ∈ D, let
Ek,t = {F |Ωt : F ∈ F(U), U ⊂ D open and t ∈ U}.
Ek,t is a vector space and we define a norm on it as follows:
H(f) := |f |k =
(∫
Dt
|f |2/ke−ϕt
)k/2
≤ ∞,
where ϕt = ϕ|Dt . Let Ek =
∐
t∈D Ek,t be the disjoint union of all Ek,t. Then we
have a natural projection π : Ek → D which maps elements in Ek,t to t. We view
H as a Finsler metric on Ek.
In general Ek is not a genuine holomorphic vector bundle over D. However, we
can also talk about its holomorphic sections, which are the objects we are really
interested in. By definition, a section s : D → Ek is a holomorphic section if it
varies holomorphically with t, namely, the function s(t, z) : Ω → C is holomorphic
with respect to the variable t. Note that s(t, z) is automatically holomorphic on z
for t fixed, by Hartogs theorem, s(t, z) is holomorphic jointly on t and z and hence
is a holomorphic function on Ω. In some sense, Ek can be viewed as an object
similar to holomorphic vector fields studied in [21].
Let E∗k,t be the dual space of Ek,t, namely the space of all complex linear func-
tions on Ek,t. Let E
∗
k =
∐
t∈D E
∗
k,t. The natural projection from E
∗
k to D is denoted
by π∗. Note that we do not define any topology on E∗k,t and Ek. The only object
we are interested in is holomorphic sections of E∗k which we are going to define.
Given a holomorphic section s of Ek on some open set U of D, s induces a function
|s|k : U → R with |s|k(t) given by |s(t)|k, which is lower semicontinuous and hence
measurable, by the following Proposition 5.4.
Definition 5.1. A section ξ of E∗k on D is holomorphic if:
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(1) for any local holomorphic section s of Ek, < ξ, s > is a holomorphic func-
tion;
(2) for any sequence sj of holomorphic sections of Ek on D such that
∫
D
|sj |k ≤
1, if sj(t, z) converges uniformly on compact subsets of Ω to s(t, z) for some
holomorphic section s of Ek, then < ξ, sj > converges uniformly to < ξ, s >
on compact subsets of D.
In the same way we can define holomorphic section of E∗k on open subsets of
D. The Finsler metric H on Ek induces a Finsler metric H
∗ on E∗k , as defined
the Definition 3.2. We will show that H is lower semicontinuous and H∗ is upper
semicontinuous, as analogues of Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 in the case of
families of pseudoconvex domains.
Proposition 5.4. With the above notations and assumptions. Assume s is a holo-
morphic section of Ek, then the function |s|k(t) := H(s(t)) : D → [0,+∞] is lower
semicontinuous.
Proof. We assume 0 ∈ D and prove that |s|k is lower semicontinuous for a point 0.
Let K1 ⋐ K2 ⋐ · · · ⋐ Kj ⋐ · · · ⋐ Ω0 be an increasing sequence of compact subsets
of Ω0, such that ∪jKj = Ω0. Since the set valued function t → Ωt is lower semi-
continuous, in the sense that if Ωt contains a compact set K, then K is contained
in all Ωs for s sufficiently close to t. Thus for any j, there is a small disk Bj ⊂ D
centered at a, such that Bj × Kj ⋐ Ω. Note that e−ϕ is lower semicontinuous,
hence lim inft→0 |s|k(t) ≥
(∫
Kj
|s(0, z)|2/ke−ϕt
)k/2
for all j. Letting j goes to ∞,
we get lim inft→0 |s|k(t) ≥ |s|k(0). 
The following lemma shows that |ξ|k(t) can not take value +∞ anywhere.
Lemma 5.5. Let ξ be a holomorphic section of E∗k , then |ξ|k(t) < +∞ for all
t ∈ D.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Assume 0 ∈ D and |ξ(0)|k = +∞. By definition,
there is a sequence {uj} ⊂ Ek,0 such that |uj |k = 1 and limj→∞ < ξ(0), uj >= +∞.
By Theorem 4.2, there are holomorphic sections sj of Ek such that sj(0) = uj and∫
D |sj |k ≤ C for some constant C independent of j. By Montel’s theorem there is
a subsequence of {sj}, may assumed to be {sj} itself, that converges uniformly on
compact subsets of Ω to some holomorphic section s of Ek. By definition, < ξ, sj >
converges uniformly on compact sets of D to < ξ, s >. In particular, < ξ(0), uj >
converges to < ξ(0), s(0) >≤ +∞, which is a contradiction. 
Proposition 5.6. Let ξ : D → E∗k be a holomorphic section of E∗k . Then the
function |ξ|k(t) := H∗(ξ(t)) : D → [0,+∞] is upper semicontinuous.
Proof. We assume 0 ∈ D and prove that |ξ|k is upper semicontinuous at 0. We
need to show that
lim sup
j→+∞
|ξ|k(tj) ≤ |ξ|k(0).
for every sequence t1, t2, · · · ∈ D which converges to 0. We may assume that
|ξ|k(tj) 6= −∞ for all j ∈ N, and that the sequence |ξ|k(tj) actually has a limit.
From the definition of the dual metric and Lemma 5.5, for each j, there exists
uj ∈ Ek,tj , such that |uj |k = 1 and |ξ|k(tj) < |〈ξ(tj), uj〉| + ǫ, where ǫ > 0 is an
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arbitrary constant. By Theorem 4.2, there are holomorphic sections sj of Ek such
that
sj(tj) = uj and
∫
D
|sj(t)|k ≤ K
for some constantK independent of j. By Montel’s theorem, there is a subsequence
of {sj}, may assumed to be {sj} itself, that converges on compact subsets of Ω
uniformly to some holomorphic section s of Ek. By definition, < ξ, sj >, as holo-
morphic functions on D, converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to < ξ, s >.
In particular lim supj→∞ |ξ|k(tj) ≤ | < ξ(tj), uj > | + ǫ → | < ξ(0), s(0) > | + ǫ.
If s(0) = 0, we are done. We assume s(0) 6= 0. Then it suffices to prove that
|s(0)|k ≤ 1. But this is true since sj converges to s uniformly on compacts sets,
|uj|k = 1, and e−ϕ is lower semicontinuous. 
A direct consequence of Proposition 5.6 is the following
Corollary 5.7. Let Ω, p, ϕ as in the beginning of this subsection. For any positive
integer k, let Kk(t, z) be the k-Bergman kernel (see §2.1 for definition) on Ωt :=
p−1(t), t ∈ D, with weight eϕt . Then the relative k-bergman kernel Kk(t, z) is upper
semi-continuous on Ω.
Remark 5.1. Let ξ be a holomorphic section of E∗k . By Lemma 5.5 and Theorem
5.6, |ξ|k(t) is locally bounded above by positive constants. On the other hand, when
k = 1, it is not difficult to show that a section of E∗k is holomorphic if it satisfies
condition (1) in Definition 5.1 and its norm is locally bounded above. It seems that
the same result should be true for general k, but we can not give a proof right off
the bat.
Remark 5.2. For the case that Ω = D×D′ is a product domain and ϕ is bounded
on Ω, by the mean value inequality, |f |k < ∞ for any f ∈ Ek,t, t ∈ D. If in
addition that k = 1, E1,t consists of square integrable holomorphic functions on D
′
with respect to the weight e−ϕt , which is the setting considered by Berndtsson in
[2].
6. New characterization of plurisubharmonic functions and
positively curved vector bundles
6.1. Characterization of plurisubharmonic functions. It is known that a
p.s.h function can be used as a weight in the Ohsawa-Takegoshi L2 extension the-
orem. In this section, we prove a converse in some sense of this result, namely, if
a function can be used as a weight in the Ohsawa-Takegoshi type Lp extension for
some p > 0, it is p.s.h. This result is inspired by Demailly’s work of regularization
of p.s.h functions [10].
Theorem 6.1. Let ϕ : D → [−∞,+∞) be a upper semicontinuous function on
D ⊂ Cn that is not identically −∞. Let p > 0 is a fixed constant. If for any z0 ∈ D
with ϕ(z0) > −∞ and any m > 0, there is f ∈ O(D) such that f(z0) = 1 and∫
D
|f |pe−mϕ ≤ Cme−mϕ(z0),
where Cm are constants independent of z0 and satisfying logCm/m→ 0, then ϕ is
plurisubharmonic.
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We need some preparation for the proof of Theorem 6.1. Let D, ϕ, and p as in
Theorem 6.1. Let
Hp(D,ϕ) = {f ∈ O(D); |f |p :=
∫
D
|f |pe−ϕ <∞}.
For z ∈ D, define
Kϕ,p(z) = (inf{|f |p; f ∈ Hp(D,ϕ), f(z) = 1})−1
if there exist f ∈ Hp(D,ϕ) with f(z) 6= 0, and otherwise Kϕ,p(z) is defined to be
0. It is also easy to see that Kϕ,p = sup{|f(z)|p; f ∈ Hp(D,ϕ), |f |p = 1}. We want
to show that Kϕ is continuous and logKϕ,p is plurisubharmonic.
Lemma 6.2. With the above notations, Kϕ,p is a continuous function on D.
Proof. This is proved by an elementary normal family argument. By definition,
it is clear that Kϕ,p is lower semicontinuous. We now show it is is also upper
semicontinuous. Assume a ∈ D and zj ∈ D which converge to a as j → ∞. Let
ǫ > 0 be arbitrary. There exist fj ∈ Hp(D,ϕ) such that |fj |p = 1 and |fj(zj)|p >
Kϕ,p(zj) + ǫ. Since ϕ is upper semicontinuous, {fj} is a normal family on D and
hence have a subsequence, may assumed to be {fj} itself, that converges uniformly
to some f ∈ O(D) on compact sets of D. It is clear that f ∈ Hp(D,ϕ) and |f |p ≤ 1.
So
Kϕ,p(a) ≥ |f(a)|p = lim
j→∞
|fj(zj)|p ≥ lim sup
j→∞
Kϕ,p(zj)− ǫ.
Letting ǫ goes to 0, we see Kϕ,p is upper semicontinuous. 
Lemma 6.3. logKϕ,p is a plurisubharmonic function on D.
Proof. Note that logKϕ,p = sup{p log |f |; f ∈ Hp(D,ϕ), |f |p = 1} and logKϕ,p is
upper semicontinuous by Lemma 6.2, logKϕ,p is plurisubharmonic. 
We now give the proof of Theorem 6.1:
Proof. We will use the above notations and definitions. We denote 1m logKmϕ,p(z)
by ϕm(z). By Lemma 6.3, ϕm is p.s.h on D. We want to show that ϕm converges
to ϕ as m→∞.
By assumption, we know
−ϕm(z) ≤ 1
m
log
(
e−mϕ(z)
)
+
logCm
m
= −ϕ(z) + logCm
m
.
This is
ϕm(z) ≥ ϕ(z)− logCm
m
.
On the other hand, if d(z, ∂D) > r, the mean value inequality for p.s.h functions
implies ∫
D
|f(ζ)|2pe−mϕ(ζ) ≥ πr
n
n!
e−m supζ∈B(z,r) ϕ(ζ),
where f is the minimal solution in the definition of Kmϕ,p(z) and B(z, r) = {ζ ∈
D; |ζ − z| ≤ r}. So we get
ϕm(z) ≤ sup
ζ∈B(z,r)
ϕ(ζ) − 1
m
log(
πnrn
n!
).
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So get
ϕ(z)− logCm
m
≤ ϕm(z) ≤ sup
ζ∈B(z,r)
ϕ(ζ) − 1
m
log(
πnrn
n!
).
We now take r = e−
√
m/n, then the above inequality becomes
ϕ(z)− logCm
m
≤ ϕm(z) ≤ sup
ζ∈B(z,e−√m/n)
ϕ(ζ) − 1
m
log
πn
n!
+
1√
m
.
Note that ϕ is u.s.c, the above inequality implies that lim supζ→z ϕ(ζ) = ϕ(z) and
ϕm converges to ϕ pointwise as m→∞. Let ψm = supj≥m ϕm and let ψ∗m be the
upper semicontinuous regularization of ψm. We have
ϕ(z) ≤ ψm(z) ≤ sup
ζ∈B(z,e−√m/n)
ϕ(ζ) +
2√
m
for m >> 1. Since the right hand side term of the above inequality is u.s.c, ψ∗m
also satisfies the same inequality. So we also have ψ∗m converges to ϕ pointwise as
m→∞, thus ϕ is plurisubharmonic.

6.2. Characterization of positive vector bundles. We now generalize Theo-
rem 6.1 in the previous section to vector bundles. For simplicity, we only consider
holomorphic vector bundles of finite rank here, but the argument here can be ap-
plied to a very general framework, as we will see in the following sections.
We start from some basic linear algebra. Let V be a vector space of finite
dimension. Recall that a Finsler metric on V is defined to be a map h : V → [0,+∞]
such that h(cv) = |c|2h(v) for all v ∈ V and c ∈ C. Given a Finsler metric on V , the
dual metric h∗ on the dual space V ∗ is defined as in Definition 3.2. For a positive
integer m, the m-th tensor power of V is denoted by V ⊗m. Then h and h∗ induces
naturally Finsler metrics hm and h∗m on V ⊗m and (V ∗)⊗m as follows. Recall that
a vector ξ ∈ (V ∗)⊗m can be viewed as a map ξ : V m → C which is multilinear,
namely linear on each components.
Definition 6.1. The metric h∗m : (V ∗)⊗m → [0,+∞] on (V ∗)⊗m is defined as:
h∗m(ξ) := sup{|ξ(u1, · · · , um)|;ui ∈ V, h(ui) ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
if h(u) < +∞ for some u ∈ V , otherwise h∗m(ξ) is defined to be 0. The metric hm
on V ⊗m is defined in the same way by identifying V and (V ∗)∗, the dual space of
V ∗.
According to this definition, for ξ1, · · · , ξm ∈ V ∗, we have the product formula
h∗m(ξ1 · · · ξm) = h∗(ξ1) · · ·h∗(ξm). Definition 6.1 can be applied to holomorphic
vector bundles. If E is a holomorphic vector bundle over a complex manifold X
and h is a Finsler metric on E. The induced metrics hm and h∗m on E⊗m and
(E∗)⊗m is defined pointwise.
We now introduce a notion that may have independent interest.
Definition 6.2 (Multiple Lp-extension property). Let (E, h) be a holomorphic
vector bundle over a bounded domain D ⊂ Cn equipped with a singular Finsler
metric h. Let p > 0 be a fixed constant. Assume that for any z ∈ D, any nonzero
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element a ∈ Ez with finite norm |a|, and any m ≥ 1, there is a holomorphic section
fm of E
⊗m on D such that fm(z) = a⊗m and satisfies the following estimate:∫
D
|fm|p ≤ Cm|a⊗m|p = Cm|a|mp,
where Cm are constants independent of z and satisfying the growth condition
1
m logCm → 0 as m → ∞. Then (E, h) is said to have multiple Lp-extension
property.
The following theorem says that multiple Lp-extension property for some p > 0
implies Griffiths positivity.
Theorem 6.4. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic vector bundle over a bounded domain
D ⊂ Cn equipped with a singular Finsler metric h, such that the norm of any
local holomorphic section of E∗ is upper semicontinuous. If (E, h) has multiple
Lp-extension property for some p > 0, then (E, h) is positively curved in the sense
of Griffiths, namely log |u| is plurisubharmonic for any local holomorphic section u
of E∗.
Proof. Let u be a local holomorphic section of E∗ on U ⊂ D. We need to show
that the function ϕ := log |u| is plurisubharmonic on U . Our strategy is to prove
that ϕ satisfies the condition in Theorem 6.1.
Without loss of generality, we assume U = D. Let z be a fixed point in D. We
assume that |u(z)| 6= 0. Let a ∈ Ez such that |a| = 1 and < u(z), a >= |u(z)|. By
assumption, there is a holomorphic section f of E⊗m over D such that f(z) = a⊗m
and
∫
D |f |p ≤ Cm|a⊗m|p = Cm|a|mp = Cm. We view u⊗m as a holomorphic section
of (E∗)⊗m. It is obvious that |u⊗m| = |u|m and |u⊗m(z)| =< u⊗m(z), a⊗m >. By
definition,
|u(ζ)|m ≥ | < u⊗m(ζ), f(ζ) > |/|f(ζ)|
for ζ ∈ D, which is
(4) e−mϕ(ζ) ≤ e− log |<u⊗m(ζ),f(ζ)>||f(ζ)|.
Since u⊗m, f are holomorphic section of (E∗)⊗m and E⊗m respectively, < u⊗m, f >
is a holomorphic function onD. By the Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem, there
is a holomorphic function h on D such that h(z) = 1 and∫
D
|h|2e−p log |<u⊗m(ζ),f(ζ)>| ≤ Ce−p log |<u⊗m(z),f(z)>| = Ce−pmϕ(z),
where C is a constant independent m and z. By the above inequality, we have∫
D
|h|e−p2mϕ ≤
∫
D
|h|e− p2 log |<u⊗m(ζ),f(ζ)>||f | p2
≤
(∫
D
|h|2e−p log |<u⊗m(ζ),f(ζ)>|
∫
D
|f |p
)1/2
≤
(
Ce−pmϕ(z)Cm
)1/2
=
√
CCme
−p2mϕ(z).
By Theorem 6.1, ϕ = log |u| is p.s.h on D. 
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7. Proof of Berndtsson’s minimum principle
In this section we give a proof of Berndtsson’s integral form of minimum principle.
The proof is motivated by Berndtsson’s original proof, but our starting point is
Theorem 6.1 and the main ingredient is Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem, while
the main ingredient in Berndtsson’s original proof is Ho¨rmander’s L2 estimate of ∂¯.
Of course Theorem 7.1 is a corollary of the plurisubharmonic variation of relative
Bergman kernels that will be discussed in §8, but we also present it here to show
in this simple case how the main ideas work.
Theorem 7.1 ([1]). Let Ω ⊂ Crz × Cnw be a pseudoconvex domain and let p : Ω→
U := p(Ω) ⊂ Cr be the natural projection. Let ϕ(z, w) be a plurisubharmonic
function on Ω. If all fibers Ωz := p
−1(z) (z ∈ p(Ω)) are Reinhardt domains in Cn
and ϕ(z, eiθw) = ϕ(z, w) for all θ ∈ Rn. Then the function ϕ˜ defined by
e−ϕ˜(z) =
∫
Ωz
e−ϕ(z,w)dλ(w)
is a plurisubharmonic function on p(Ω),where dλ(w) is the Lebesgue measure on
Cn.
Proof. It is clear that ϕ˜ is upper semicontinuous, so it suffices to prove that ϕ
satisfies the condition in Theorem 6.1. For m ≥ 1, let
Ωm = {(u1, · · · , um) ∈ Ωm; p(u1) = · · · = p(um)}
be the fiber product of Ω and let Dmz = {z} × Ωmz ⊂ Ωm for z ∈ U . We can
naturally identify Ωm with the disjoint union
∐
z∈U D
m
z . For any z ∈ U with∫
Ωz
e−ϕ(z,w)dλ(w) < ∞, by Theorem 4.1, there is f ∈ O(Ωm) such that f |Dmz ≡ 1
and ∫
Ωm
|f(ζ, w1, · · · , wm)|2e−
∑m
i=1 ϕ(z,wi) ≤ C
∫
Dmz
e−
∑m
i=1 ϕ(z,wi) = e−mϕ˜(z),
where C is a constant independent of z and m. We choose f such that the left hand
side in the above inequality is minimal. By the uniqueness of the minimal element,
f(ζ, eiθ1w1, · · · , eiθmwm) = f(ζ, w1, · · · , wm) for all θi ∈ Rn. So f is independent
of w1, · · · , wm. We denote f(ζ, w1, · · · , wm) by g(ζ). From the above inequality,
we have g(z) = 1 and ∫
U
|g(ζ)|2e−mϕ˜(ζ) ≤ Ce−mϕ˜(z).
By Theorem 6.1, ϕ˜ is subharmonic on U . 
Remark 7.1. Theorem 7.1 can be generalzied to holomorphically convex Ka¨hler
manifolds with more general group actions, which is the framework for minimum
principle considered in [13, 14].
8. Plurisubharmonic variation of relative m-Bergman kernel metrics
The aim of this section is to prove that the relative m-Bergman kernel metric
associated to a family of pseudoconvex domains or compact Ka¨hler manifolds have
semipositive curvature current.
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8.1. For families of pseudoconvex domains. Let Ω ⊂ Crt × Cnz be a pseudo-
convex domain and let p : Ω → U := p(Ω) ⊂ Cr be the natural projection. Let
ϕ(t, z) be a plurisubharmonic function on Ω. Let Ωt := p
−1(t) (t ∈ U) be the
fibers. We also denote by ϕt(z) = ϕ(t, z) the restriction of ϕ on Ωt. Let m be a
positive integer, and let Km,t(z) be the m-Bergman kernel on Ωt with respect to
the weight e−ϕt . As t varies, we will view Km,t(z) as a function on Ω, which will be
called the relative m-Bergman kernel on Ω. When m = 1, K1,t(z) is the ordinary
relative Bergman kernel. Berndtsson proved that K1,t(z) is log-plurisubharmonic
on U , based on regularity of ∂¯-Neumann and Ho¨rmander’s L2-estimate to ∂¯. In
this section, we prove that the relative m-Bergman kernel is log-plurisubharmonic
for general m. Our main techniques are Theorem 6.1 and raising powers of the
domains.
Theorem 8.1. With the above assumptions and notations, for any m ≥ 1 the
function ψm(t, z) := logKm,t(z) is a plurisubharmonic function on Ω.
Proof. We may assume that U is bounded. By Corollary 5.7, ψm(t, z) is upper
semicontinuous. It suffices to prove that ψm(t, s(t)) is subharmonic for all holomor-
phic sections s : U → Ω. We want to prove that ψm(t, s(t)) satisfies the condition
in Theorem 6.1 on U .
For k ≥ 1, let
Ωk = {(u1, · · · , uk) ∈ Ωk; p(u1) = · · · = p(uk)}
be the fiber product of Ω and let Dkt = {t} × Ωkt ⊂ Ωk for t ∈ U . We can
naturally identify Ωk with the disjoint union
∐
t∈U D
k
t . Let ϕk(t, z1, · · · , zk) :=
ϕ(t, z1) + · · ·+ ϕ(t, zk), then it is a plurisubharmonic function on Ωk.
Let t0 ∈ U and s : U → Ω be a holomorphic section such that ψm(t0, s(t0)) 6=
−∞. By definition of the m-Bergman kernel and Proposition 2.1, there is f ∈
O(Dmt0 ) with f(t0, s(t0), · · · , s(t0)) = 1 and∫
Dkt0
|f |2/me−ϕk(t0,z1,··· ,zk)/m = e−kψm(t0,s(t0))/m.
By Theorem 4.2, there is an F ∈ O(Ωk) such that F |Dkt0 = f and∫
Ωk
|F |2/me−ϕk(t,z1,··· ,zk)/m ≤ C
∫
Dkt0
|f |2/me−ϕk(t0,z1,··· ,zk)/m,
where C is a constant independent of t0, s, k and m. The left hand side of the
above inequality is∫
U
∫
Dkt
|F (t, z1, · · · , zk)|2/me−ϕk(t,z1,··· ,zk)/m.
By definition of the m-Bergman kernel and Proposition 2.1, it is larger than∫
U
|F (t, s(t), · · · , s(t))|2/me−kψm(t,s(t))/m.
Let g(t) = F (t, s(t), · · · , s(t)), then g is a holomorphic function on U and g(t0) = 1,
and satisfies the following estimate∫
U
|g|2/me−kψm(t,s(t))/m ≤ Ce−kψm(t0,s(t0))/m,
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where C is a constant independent of m. By Theorem 6.1, ψm(t, s(t)) is a plurisub-
harmonic function on U . 
8.2. For families of compact Ka¨hler manifolds. Let X,Y be Ka¨hler manifolds
of dimension r + n and r respectively, let p : X → Y be a proper holomorphic
mapping. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle overX , and h be a singular Hermitian
metric on L, whose curvature current is semi-positive. Let KX/Y be the relative
canonical bundle on X .
Let Em = p∗(mKX/Y ⊗L⊗Im(h)) be the direct image sheaf on Y . By Grauert’s
theorem, Em is a coherent analytic sheaf on Y . There is an Zariski open subset U in
Y such that Em|U is locally free and the fiber Em,y over y ∈ U of the vector bundle
associated to Em|U , denoted by Em, can be identified with H0(Xy, (kKX/Y ⊗ L⊗
Ik(h))|Xy ) ⊂ H0(Xy, kKXy ⊗ L|Xy ).
Recall that we have define the relative m Bergman kernel metric, denoted by
BmL,h, on (mKX/Y ⊗ L)|p−1(U) in §2.3. The main result in this subsection is the
following
Theorem 8.2. If h is locally bounded, the relative m Bergman kernel metric BmL,h
on (mKX/Y ⊗L)|p−1(U) has nonnegative curvature current; moreover, BmL,h can be
extended to a hermitian metric on mKX/Y ⊗L whose curvature current is nonneg-
ative.
Proof. The proof of the first statement is similar to the proof of Theorem 8.1. We
may assume that U = Br is the unit ball in Cr. By Corollary 5.3, BmL,h is lower
semi-continuous.
For simplicity, we denote the line bundle mKX/Y ⊗ L on X by F and denote
p−1(U) by Ω. Let s : U → Ω be an arbitrary holomorphic map. Let W be a
neighborhood of the image of h in Ω such that F has a holomorphic frame e on
W . Let ψ be the weight of the metric BmL,h on W with respect to the frame e. It
suffices to prove that ψ ◦s is a plurisubharmonic function on U (or identically equal
to −∞). We will prove that ψ ◦ s satisfies the condition in Theorem 6.1.
For k ≥ 1, let
Ωk = {(x1, · · · , xk) ∈ Ωk; p(x1) = · · · = p(xk)}
be the k-th fiber product power of Ω with respect to the map p : Ω → U . Let
pk : Ωk → U be the natural projection, and let Ωkt = p−1k (t) for t ∈ U . The
line bundle L on Ω induces a line bundle Lk on Ωk whose fiber at (x1, · · · , xk) is
Lx1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Lxk . The metric h on L naturally induces a metric hk on Lk whose
curvature current is nonnegative.
Let t0 ∈ U be an arbitrary point such that ψ(s(t0)) 6= −∞. We denote s(t0) ∈ Ω
by z and denote e(s(t0)) by a. Note that (z, · · · , z) ∈ Ωk and we can identify
(mKΩk/U ⊗Lm)|(z,··· ,z) with (mKX/Y ⊗L)|⊗kz = Fz⊗· · ·⊗Fz. By Proposition 2.2,
a⊗k := a⊗ · · · ⊗ a ∈ (mKΩk/U ⊗ Lk)|(z,··· ,z) has square norm e−kψ(z) with respect
to the relative m-Bergman kernel metric on mKΩk/U ⊗ Lk.
By definition of the m-Bergman kernel metric, there is f ∈ H0(Ωkt0 ,mKΩkt0 ⊗
Lm|Ωkt0 ) such that f(z, · · · , z) = a
⊗k, and∫
Ωkt0
|f |2/mh1/mk = e−kψ(z)/m.
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By Theorem 4.3, there is an F ∈ H0(Ωk,mKΩk ⊗ Lk) such that F |Ωkt0 = f ∧ dt1 ∧· · · ∧ dtr and ∫
Ωk
|F |2/mh1/mk ≤ C
∫
Ωkt0
|f |2/mh1/mk ,(5)
where (t1, · · · , tr) are the coordinates on U and C is a constant independent of t0
and k. The left hand side of the above inequality is∫
U
∫
Ωkt
|(F |Ωkt )|
2/mh
1/m
k .
Locally we write F (x1, · · · , xk) = F˜ (x1, · · · , xk)e⊗k. By definition of the m-
Bergman kernel and Proposition 2.2, it is larger than∫
U
|F˜ (t, s(t), · · · , s(t))|2/me−kψ(t,s(t))/m.
Let g(t) = F˜ (t, s(t), · · · , s(t)), then g is a holomorphic function on U and g(t0) = 1,
and satisfies the following estimate∫
U
|g|2/me−kψ(t,s(t))/m ≤ Ce−kψ(t0,s(t0))/m,
where C is a constant independent of k. By Theorem 6.1, ψ(t, s(t)) is a plurisub-
harmonic function on U .
For the proof of the second statement, it suffices to prove that the Bergman
kernel metric is bounded locally below by positive constants. We follow the idea in
[6]. Fix an arbitrary point p ∈ Xy. Let u ∈ H0(Xy,mKXy ⊗ L|Xy ) such that∫
Xy
|u|2/mh|1/mXy ≤ 1.
Let Ω ⊂ X be a bounded pseudoconvex neighborhood of p in X . From Theorem
4.2, there is a local m-canonical form U˜ on Ω which extends u and satisfies∫
Ω
|U˜ |2/mh1/m ≤ C0
∫
Ωy
|u|2/mh|1/mΩy ≤ C0,
where C0 is an absolute constant. We write as U˜ = U
′(dz)⊗m. By the mean value
inequality on a polydisk Dr0 of poly-radius (r0, · · · , r0) centered at p, we obtain
that
|u(p)|2/m = |U ′(p)|2/m ≤ 1
(πr20)
r+n
∫
Dr0
|U ′|2/mdλz
≤ 1
(πr20)
r+n
sup
Dr0
h−1/m
∫
Dr0
|U˜ |2/mh1/m
≤ C,
where C is a constant which does not depend on the geometry of the fiber Xy, but
on the ambient manifold X . We thus complete the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 8.1. The boundedness assumption about h in Theorem 8.2 is to ensure
that the extension F exists and satisfies the estimate in (5). When m = 1, this
assumption is not necessary, since by Theorem 4.1, the extension with estimate
always exists. On the other hand, the result in Theorem 8.2 still holds without the
assumption that h is locally bounded, because applying similar argument as in [6]
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one can show that Theorem 8.2 is indeed a consequence of Theorem 9.3 that we will
prove in §9. But we will not present the details of the argument of Berndtsson-Pa˘un
in the present article.
9. Positivity of direct images of twisted relative canonical bundles
In this section, we generalize the idea in §8 to show that the direct image of
relative canonical bundles twisted by pseudoeffective line bundles associated to
certain families of pseudoconvex domains or compact Ka¨hler manifolds are semi-
positive in the sense of Griffiths.
9.1. For families of pseudoconvex domains. Let U,D be bounded pseudocon-
vex domains in Cr and Cn respectively, and let Ω = U ×D ⊂ Cr × Cn. Let ϕ be
a p.s.h function on Ω, which is for simplicity assumed to be bounded. For t ∈ U ,
let Dt = {t} ×D and ϕt(z) = ϕ(t, z). Let Et = H2(Dt, e−ϕt) be the space of L2
holomorphic functions on Dt with respect to the weight e
−ϕt . Then Et are Hilbert
spaces with the natural inner product. Since ϕ is assumed to be bounded on Ω,
all Et for t ∈ U are equal as vector spaces, however, the inner products on them
depend on t if ϕ(t, z) is not constant with t. So, under the natural projection,
E =
∐
t∈∆ Et is a trivial holomorphic vector bundle (of infinite rank) over U with
varying Hermitian metric.
In [2] , Berndtsson proved that E is semipositive in the sense of Griffths, namely,
for any local holomorphic section ξ of the dual bundle E∗ of E, the function log |ξ|
is plurisubharmonic (indeed Berndtsson proved a stronger result which says that E
is semipositive in the sense of Nakano). The aim here is to provide a new proof of
the positivity of E, based on the new charaterization of plurisubharmonic functions
(Theorem 6.1) and the technique of rising powers of domains.
Theorem 9.1. The vector bundle E is semipositive in the sense of Griffths.
Before giving the proof of Theorem 9.1, we first recall the notion of Hilbert tensor
product of Hilbert spaces and prove a related lemma. Let V and W be two Hilbert
spaces. For v ∈ V,w ∈ W , the norm of v⊗w is defined to be ‖v‖‖w‖. If {vi}i∈I and
{wj}j∈J are orthonormal basis’ of V and W respectively, then the Hilbert tensor
product V ⊗ˆW of V andW is defined to be the Hilbert space with {vi⊗wj}i∈I,j∈J as
an orthonormal basis. It is easy to show that the definition of V ⊗ˆW is independent
of the choice of the orthonormal basis’ of V and W . By definition one can check
that (V ⊗ˆW )∗ = V ∗⊗ˆW ∗. The definition can be naturally generalized to the tensor
product of several Hibert spaces. In particular, we can define the tensor powers
V ⊗ˆk := V ⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆV ((k ≥ 1)) of a Hilbert space V . Let V be a Hilbert space. For
v ∈ V , it is obvious that the norm of v⊗k := v⊗ · · ·⊗ v ∈ V ⊗ˆk is ‖v‖k for all k ≥ 1.
Lemma 9.2. Let D1, D2 be bounded domains in C
n
z and C
m
w respectively. Let φ1
and φ2 be plurisubharmonic functions on D1 and D2. Then
H2(D1 ×D2, e−(ϕ1+ϕ2)) = H2(D1, e−ϕ1)⊗ˆH2(D2, e−ϕ2).
Proof. Let {fi}∞i=1 and {gi}∞i=1 be orthonormal basis’ ofH2(D1, e−ϕ1) andH2(D2, e−ϕ2)
respectively. Then K1(z) =
∑
i |fi(z)|2 is the Bergman kernel of H2(D1, e−ϕ1)
and K2(w) =
∑
i |gi(w)|2 is the Bergman kernel of H2(D2, e−ϕ2). Let K(z, w) =∑
i,j |fi(z)gj(w)|2. It is clear that K(z, w) = K1(z)K2(w). By Fubini theorem.
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{fi(z)gj(w)}∞i,j=1 is an orthonormal set of H2(D1 × D2, e−(ϕ1+ϕ2)). By Proposi-
tion 2.1, the Bergman kernel of H2(D1×D2, e−(ϕ1+ϕ2)) equals to K1(z)K2(w). So
{fi(z)gj(w)}∞i,j=1 is an orthonormal basis of H2(D1 ×D2, e−(ϕ1+ϕ2)) and hence
H2(D1 ×D2, e−(ϕ1+ϕ2)) = H2(D1, e−ϕ1)⊗ˆH2(D2, e−ϕ2).

It is clear that Lemma 9.2 can be generalized to product of several domains. We
now give the proof of Theorem 9.1.
Proof. Let u be a local holomorphic section of the dual bundle E∗ of E. We need
to prove that log |u(t)| is a plurisubharmonic function. Without loss of generality,
we assume that u is a global holomorphic section, namely a holomorphic section of
E∗ on U . The upper semi-continuity of log |u(t)| follows from Proposition 5.6. We
now prove that log |u(t)| satisfies the condition in Theorem 6.1 for some p > 0.
For m ≥ 1, let Ωm = U ×Dm and ϕm(t, z1, · · · , zm) = ϕ(t, z1) + · · ·+ ϕ(t, zm).
For t ∈ U , we denote t × Dm by Dmt . Let E⊗ˆmt = H2(Dmt , e−ϕm), and E⊗ˆm =∐
t∈U E
⊗ˆm
t . By Lemma 9.2, E
⊗ˆm is the m-th tensor power of E in the Hilbert
space sense.
Let t0 ∈ U be an arbitrary point such that u(t0) 6= 0. By the definition of tensor
powers of Hilbert spaces given as above, u⊗m is a nonvanishing holomorphic section
of (E⊗ˆm)∗ = (E∗)⊗ˆm, and |u⊗m(t)| = |u(t)|m. Let f ∈ E⊗ˆmt0 such that∫
Dmt0
|f |2e−ϕm(t0,z1,···zm) = 1
and < u⊗m(t0), f >= |u(t0)|m.
By Theorem 4.1, there eixsts F ∈ O(Ωm) such that F |Dmt0 = f and
(6)
∫
Ωm
|F (t, z1, · · · , zm)|2e−ϕm(t,z1,···zm) ≤ C,
whereC is a constant independent of t0 andm. Let Ft(z1, · · · , zm) = F (t, z1, · · · , zm)
and
||Ft||2t =
∫
Dmt
|Ft|2e−ϕm(t,z1,··· ,zm).
Since ϕ is bounded, by the mean value inequality, ‖Ft‖t ≤ +∞. This implies Ft
lies in E⊗ˆmt for all t ∈ U and hence F can be seen as a holomorphic section of E⊗ˆm.
From the definition of |u⊗m(t)|, it is clear that
‖Ft‖t|u(t)|m ≥ |〈u⊗m(t), Ft〉|,
and hence
e−m log |u(t)| ≤ e− log |<u⊗m(t),Ft>|||Ft||t.
Note that < u⊗m(t), Ft > is a holomorphic function on U . By Theorem 4.1,
there is a holomorphic function h on U such that h(t0) = 1 and
(7)
∫
U
|h(t)|2e−2 log |<u⊗m(t),Ft>| ≤ C′e−2 log |<u⊗m(t0),Ft0>| = C′e−2m log |u(t0)|,
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where C′ is a constant independent of m and t0. So we have the estimate∫
U
|h(t)|e−m log |u(t)|
≤
∫
U
|h(t)|e− log |<u⊗m(t),Ft>|||Ft||t
≤
(∫
U
|h(t)|2|e−2 log |<u⊗m(t),Ft>|
∫
U
||Ft||2t
)1/2
≤
√
CC′e−m log |u(t0)|,
(8)
where the last inequality follows from (6), (7) and Fubini theorem. By Theorem
6.1, log |u(t)| is subharmonic. 
9.2. For families of compact Ka¨hler manifolds. In this subsection, we study
the positivity of the direct image sheaf of the twisted relative canonical bundle
associated to a family of compact Ka¨hler manifolds.
Let X,Y be Ka¨hler manifolds of dimension r + n and r respectively, and let
p : X → Y be a proper holomorphic map. For y ∈ Y let Xy = p−1(y) , which is a
compact submanifold of X of dimension n if y is a regular value of p. Let L be a
holomorphic line bundle over X , and h be a singular Hermitian metric on L, whose
curvature current is semi-positive. Let KX/Y be the relative canonical bundle on
X .
Let Ek = p∗(kKX/Y ⊗ L⊗ Ik(h)) and E˜k = p∗(kKX/Y ⊗ L) be the direct image
sheaves on Y . We can choose a proper analytic subset A ⊂ Y such that:
(1) p is submersive over Y \A,
(2) both Ek and E˜k are locally free on X\A,
(3) for y ∈ Y \A, Ek,y and E˜k,y are naturally identified with H0(Xy, kKXy ⊗
L|Xy ⊗ Ik(h)|Xy ) and H0(Xy, kKXy ⊗ L|Xy ) respectively,
where Ek and E˜k are the vector bundles on Y \A associated to Ek and E˜k respec-
tively. For u ∈ E˜k,y , as in §2.2, the k-norm of u is defined to be
Hk(u) := ‖u‖k =
(∫
Xy
|u|2/kh1/k
)k/2
≤ +∞.
Then Hk is a Finsler metric on E˜k, whose restriction on Ek gives a Finsler metric
on Ek, which will be also denoted by Hk. In the case that k = 1, we denote
E1, E˜1, E1, E˜1, H1 by E , E˜ , E, E˜,H respectively. The following theorem says that
H is a positively curved singular Hermitian metric in the coherent sheaf E (see
Definition 3.4 for definition).
Theorem 9.3. With the above assumptions and notations, H is a positively curved
singular metric on E.
Proof. The proof splits into three steps.
Step 1. We prove that H is a positively curved singular Finsler metric on E˜ →
U := Y \A. The argument is similar to that in the proof of Theorem 9.1. Let u be
a local holomorphic section of E˜∗. By definition, we need to show that log |u| is a
plurisubharmonic function. Without loss of generality, in this step we can assume
that U = Br is the unit ball and u is a holomorphic section of E˜∗ on U .
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For m ≥ 1, let Xm = {(y, z1, · · · zm); y ∈ U, z1, · · · , zm ∈ Xy} be the m-th fiber-
product power of X . The is a natural proper holomorphic submersion from Xm to
U , which is denoted by pm : Xm → U . Let Xmy = p−1m (y) be the fiber over y ∈ U .
For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have a projection πi : Xm → X which sends (y, z1, · · · , zm)
to (y, zi). Let Lm = π
∗
1L⊗ · · · ⊗ π∗mL and let hm be the singular Hermitian metric
on Lm induced from the metric h on L. Then the curvature current of hm is
nonnegative.
Note that H0(Xmy ,KXmy ⊗Lm|Xmy ) = H0(Xy,KXy ⊗LXy)⊗m for y ∈ U . Indeed,
this follows from Proposition 2.2 by putting a smooth hermitian metric on L. In
particular, the dimension of H0(Xmy ,KXmy ⊗ Lm) is independent of y ∈ U . Since
U is assumed to be the unit ball, we can identify Kp−1m (U)/U with Kp−1m (U) So
pm,∗(KXm/U⊗Lm)|U is locally free and corresponds to a holomorphic vector bundle,
say E˜m, on U , and we have E˜m = E˜⊗m. In the same way as defining H , we
can define a Finsler metric, say Hm, on E˜m. For y ∈ U , let E˜y,b and E˜my,b be
subspaces of E˜y and E˜
m
y consisting of vectors of finite norm. By Lemma 9.2, we
have E˜my,b = (E˜y,b)
⊗m.
Recall that u is a holomorphic section of E˜∗ on U , and we need to prove that
log |u| is a plurisubharmonic function on U . Note that the restriction u|E of u on
E is a holomorphic section of E∗. The point is that, by definition of the dual norm
in Definition 3.2, the norm of u|E and u are equal. Therefore, by Proposition 5.2,
log |u| is upper semicontinuous. Now it suffices to prove that log |u| satisfies the
condition in Theorem 6.1.
Let y0 ∈ U be any given point such that |u(y0)| 6= 0. u⊗m is a holomorphic
section of (E˜∗)⊗m = E˜m∗. Note that the definition of the norm of u⊗m only
involves vectors in E˜m of finite norm, by Lemma 9.2, we have |u⊗m(y)| = |u(y)|m.
There exists fy0 ∈ E˜my0 such that ‖fy0‖ := Hm(fy0) = 1 and | < u⊗m(y0), fy0 > | =
|u(y0)|m. By Theorem 4.1, there is F ∈ H0(p−1m (U), (KXm ⊗Lm)|p−1m (U)) such that
F |Xmy0 = fy0 and ∫
Xm
|F (y, z1, · · · , zm)|2e−ϕm(z,z1,··· ,zm) ≤ C,
where ϕm is the weight of hm and C is an absolute constant independent of y0 and
m. For y ∈ U , let Fy(z1, · · · , zm) = F (y, z1, · · · , zm), then Fy ∈ E˜my and
‖Fy‖2 =
∫
Xmy
|Fy |2e−ϕm(y,z1,··· ,zm).
From the definition of |u⊗m(y)|, it is clear that
‖Fy‖|u(y)|m ≥ |〈u⊗m(y), Fy〉|,
and hence
e−m log |u(y)| ≤ e− log |<u⊗m(y),Fy>|||Fy||.
Note that F can be seen as a holomorphic section of E˜m on U , so < u⊗m(y), Fy >
is a holomorphic function on U . By Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem (Theorem
4.1), there is a holomorphic function h on U such that h(t0) = 1 and∫
U
|h(y)|2e−2 log |<u⊗m(y),Fy>| ≤ C′e−2m log |u(y0)|,
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where C′ is an absolute constant independent of m and y0. So we have the estimate∫
U
|h(y)|e−m log |u(y)|
≤
∫
U
|h(y)|e− log |<u⊗m(y),Fy>|||Fy||
≤
(∫
U
|h(y)|2|e−2 log |<u⊗m(y),Fy>|
∫
U
||Fy||2
)1/2
≤
√
CC′e−m log |u(y0)|.
(9)
By Theorem 6.1, log |u(t)| is plurisubharmonic.
Step 2. We prove that H is a positively curved singular Finsler metric on E →
U := Y \A. We also assume that U = Br be the unit ball. Note that E is a
holomorphic subbundle of E˜. Since U is a Stein manifold, there is a holomorphic
subbundle E′ of E˜ such that E˜ splits as E⊕E′ (see e.g. Corollary 2.4.5 in [?]). So
any holomorphic section u of E∗ on U can be extended to a holomorphic section
u˜ of E˜∗ by setting u(a) = 0 for all a ∈ E′. Note that the norm of any vector in
E˜\E is +∞ (by Theorem 4.1), by definition, the norm of u and u˜ are equal. By
the result in Step 1, log |u˜| is plurisubharmonic, so log |u| is plurisubharmonic.
Step 3. We will complete the proof of Theorem 9.3 in this final step. Let u be a
holomorphic section of the dual sheaf E∗ of E on some open set V in Y . We want
to show that |u|V \A is bounded above on all compact subsets of V . Once this is
established, log |u| can be extended uniquely to a plurisubharmonic function on V
and we are done.
The proof of the boundeddness of log |u| follows from the idea in the proof of
Proposition 23.3 in [19]. Without loss of generality, we assume that V = Br is the
unit ball. For any y ∈ V \A such that |u(y)| 6= 0 (otherwise there is nothing to
prove), there is a ∈ Ey such that |a| = 1 and < u(y), a >= |u(y)|. By Theorem 4.1,
there exists a holomorphic section s of E on V such that s(y) = a and∫
V
|s|2h ≤ C,
where C is a constant independent of y and a. Let
S = {f ∈ H0(V, E);
∫
V
|f |2h ≤ C}.
Since the metric h on L is lower semicontinuous, by the mean value inequality
and Montel theorem, S is a normal family, namely, any sequence in S has a sub-
sequence that converges uniformly on compact subsets of V . Note that if sj is
a subsequence of S that converges uniformly on compact subsets of V , then the
sequence of holomorphic functions < u, sj > converges on compact subsets of V ,
and hence is uniformly bounded on compact sets of V . So {< u, s >; s ∈ S} is
uniformly bounded on compact sets of V . 
Remark 9.1. By Theorem 8.2 (and the remark following it) and Theorem 9.3, one
can see that the NS metric (see §2.3 for definition) on the direct image p∗(kKX/Y ⊗
L⊗ Ik(h)) is positively curved in the sense of Griffiths.
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